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Working with us - Join the team! We are looking for new staff members with a passion for wrestling and WWE games, and a willingness to contribute to any of the online fields. If you are interested, please contact us! Community content shall be made available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated.
[For frequently asked questions about WWE SuperCard that are specifically related to the 2nd season of the game, click here] OFFICIAL Q FAQ: Do I play against real people in exhibition games? Yes and no. You're playing against the deck of a real person, but AI controls it. This allows you to play
quickly continuously. Perhaps support for actually playing one-on-one will come to the future, but for now it's all AI. S: Do I play against the real people in the King of the Ring? Yes and no. You play against the playing deck of a real person and the decisions they make to encourage and play incentives. In
the actual game, AI will choose which cards are played for each round. Although unlike exhibition games, when tag team rounds appear players, you set for their Tag Team in KotR will always be played. This ensures that you get any bonuses/penalties for compatibility of the two Superstars. In: Do my
victories and losses affect my prizes? Did they track down the opponent? No, your Wins/Loss tracker is simply there for fun, so you know how well you've been in your battles. They don't affect your rewards or the opponents you match from. S: How do I match my opponents? Your computer will match
both the exhibition and the king of the ring, based on your deck tier (see top left for the current tier). Some tiers really have a wide range of opponents to make this challenging, so when you first enter a new tier you can end up losing a little more until you are able to beef the charts up to a new level.
However, playing in higher rates will net you higher rewards, so the risk is usually worth the reward. In: What are deck tiles and what are they doing? The deck tier is determined by which superstar and Diva cards are used in exhibition mode. The players match up with other players in a similar deck. In
addition, the game deck tier determines how rare a card can win in exhibition matches. For example, a player with an 'Ep' Deck Tier can earn up an epic card from the Exhibition, while super rare Deck Tier can only earn up super rare cards. In: How do I earn credits in the game? You can get credites by
purchasing them from the in-app purchase menu. The player will be automatically sent to this menu when trying to spend more credit than they currently have. V: Why is the king of the ring tournament so long? KotR is a game mode that gives you big prizes to become the champion of the ring. Winning
these awards requires dedication and good management of your superstars, time, enhancement and energy. If the game was shorter, the prize wouldn't have been As well, and would lose a lot more sleep trying to manage your team constantly. Okay: When should I start the King of the Ring game? It all
depends on your strategy. If you want to start earning rewards for a higher level then hold off starting KotR immediately while you gain better cards and level up your Superstars. If you want to use KotR to always deliver you free rewards, join them as soon as possible. Remember Pro card level will usually
beat non-Pro cards higher tier, so getting pro prizes lower tier is not a bad thing at all. In: My Tag Team paints a match for both players, but I still don't get a bonus. Why not? To get a bonus in tag team matches you need to match the color, and you need to match the two halves so that the diamond is
formed (left and right sections for blue, top and bottom for yellow). Match both with you +10% for all your stand for match tag teams. In: How do I get a better Diva card? Divas will be out of the awards committee for the exhibition, just like superstars. They're also going to fall out of the packages they've
bought. S: What is the percentage of decline in the players awards committee? While we won't disclose specific percentages, for the first time you will reach a new major prize tier (e.g. Super Rare, Ultra Rare, Epic, Legendary) will guarantee you will get a card from the stage at your current Rewards
Board. After that, the percentage chance of getting the highest reward rate in your prize tier varies depending on the level of rewards. Epi and legendary cards will be hard to obtain when you reach epic and legendary prizes, but there is always the possibility that your next pull from the board may contain



one of these cards. When you are in the + stages of the prize rates, you will have a greater chance of obtaining these top prizes. A: Why can't I use the card for training or grouping? It says it's in use or in the king of the ring. Cards in the king of the ring cannot be used for training other cards or for blending
until the angle is complete. You can't act with a card, which would cause you to leave an empty point on one of the decks. You'll need to change the card before you can use it to train another card or combine it with a duplicate card. Cards that are on your show deck may be combined but cannot be used
to train other cards. This prevents you from inadvertently training page cards that you use in exhibition games. When you combine a card that is in use in the exhibition, it will be replaced by the resulting Pro card. A: I combined two cards to make a Pro card, but after I leveled it stats lower than my friend
who has the same Pro card. What did I do wrong? The maximum data on the Pro card is based on the level of the two cards used to create. Always fully level the card before combining them to create the best possible Pro card. You have 2 same cards (the same rarity, the same Superstar) can pro them
to make them even better. However, to get the most potential from the Pro card you will want to level up both one card before combining them into a Pro card. This increases the number of Pro card results. When you level up the Pro card at the max then the stats will usually be better than the rate above
it then. This will increase your victory and ability to move up the plane. S: Can I change the name of the game? No, you can't change the name when you create an account. This is for security purposes to ensure that your account remains tethered to the relevant login. In: What Triggers My Superstar's
Special Abilities/Signature Moves? Abilities are triggered at random when superstar is played. The possibility of triggering is based on superstara'srarity. Here's the current trigger percentage: Uncommon - 15% Rare - 17.5% Super Rare - 20% Ultra Rare - 25% Epic - 30% Legendary - 33% Survivor - 36%
WrestleMania - 40% ADDITIONAL FAQ Q: How do I send a return ticket? You can send a return ticket by looking for options and tapping Feedback from the main screen. (A): Is it necessary to combine two junk cards for training for the second card before use? The answer is yes. For example (not real
numbers) if you take 2 common cards and put them in the card, you can increase xp 20 points. If you take the same 2 Common cards, although they are able to combine and combine them first then train the result of the Pro card in the second xp card will go up to 25 points. It's better to combine the cards
you plan to train away if you can. S: Can I log on from more than one device? Da. If you use the same login on multiple devices, then you will have the same deck of cards on each device. So logging with the same Game Center account on an iPad and your iPhone will give you the same account and
cards. In: Have all the superstars pulled in the right order? As Sr John Cena is more or less hard to pull than SR Darren Young? They're all pulled. Basically, when you tweak the card there are two rolls that appear. First, a scroll is made to determine the rarity (common, uncommon, rare, etc.). This roll is
weighted for certain raisers based on your deck. When it is determined that therarity of the drawn cardboard is the second roll, it is done to determine the player. This roll is a straight-out roll of all the players in this game. For example, if 100 players are in a career, the odds are 1 in 100 to get a specific
player. In: I went from Super Rare to Super Rare+ tier. Don't I get it for free? You don't. Guaranteed fall only when entering a new rarity (Super Rare, Ultra Rare, etc.). Plus levels don't guarantee a drop, but increase their percentage to make this rarity off the board. In: But I was in Super Rare+ for And I
haven't made anything out of this yet. What am I doing wrong? You're not doing anything wrong, it's just luck. Super Rare++ has a better shot on the Super Rare card than Super Rare+, or only Super Rare, but it's still random. A: Some cards don't display correctly. All I'm going to get is a silhouette with
three red arrows pointing down. Why is this happening? This is our generic image when your app isn't finished downloading new pictures. If you go to the main screen and look for the green transfer arrow in the lower left corner, you'll see how much longer you can download new data. Sometimes, if a
network problem occurs during a download, the data may not turn on correctly. You can fix this by simply going to the main screen and waiting a minute or a while, or you can sometimes force you to close the app and restart it to restart the download. We will often issue new cards, so you will often have
to download these new pictures of cards. We don't stop you from playing, even though it's waiting to download, so sometimes you'll see this generic image. S: I have two cards of the samerarity and the same superstar, but I can not combine them. Why is that? Chances are that one of them was obtained
by a different method than the other, for example, cards from the rewards ladder are not the same as cards that were picked from the board. These cannot be grouped, because they are not the same. S: Somehow I have two accounts on the devices. Is there a way to merge two accounts? Unfortunately,
you can't combine two accounts. In: What does Set as Champ mean? Setting up as a champion doesn't really change much, except for which card will basically be your avatar in the game. When you decide to play other players, you can see which card they have chosen for your champion, but it has no
effect on the stats or the impact on the game, so whoever you want can be your champion. In: What are the maximum cards I can have? You can have up to 130 cards at a time. Unlocking the card will unlock it in your catalog, so don't worry about keeping them all. S: Why do I see people with so few wins
in Survivor or higher levels? Players can easily purchase Survivor cards from the main menu, fasting itm to get a longer, faster style of play that some people choose to use. It doesn't mean cheating or anything like that, just that they paid to get to that point. In: Is this a pay-per-year? Not really. You can
pay to unlock rarer and more powerful cards, but it will immediately put you on higher ranking rates against a more fierce competition, and having a rarer card doesn't automatically mean you can win. Good training and Pro cards go a long way. Payment will progress faster, but you can unlock a lot of
cards and have also fun for no money at all. In: I want to play WWE SuperCard, but I don't have a smartphone! If you have a PC, you're lucky! Just go to and you can download the BlueStacks App Player, which will allow you to connect to the Google Play Store and download the WWE SuperCard and
play it from your computer! In: Do I have to waste my collections when I make them? No. In fact, despite earning 2 picks for each win and 1 pick for each loss, you can stick to your picks for as long as you want, especially if you're looking to spend them on a higher scale. V: The ladder reward does not
appear, help! If the ladder reward doesn't appear, play one match, and restart the app, it'll appear in the collection after that. In: I hate to wait for matches, or is there a way to go faster? There it is! When playing a match, tap the screen and watch it fly! V: I want to restart my progress, how do I start over?
Go to the main menu, then options and unsue. click playback and log on to another service. If you use Google or Facebook to sign in, you can delete your data from here for Google and here for Facebook Q: What's the reset counter? How does it work? There's a counter that tracks how many cards
you've pulled since you received a card that's the same as the card you're currently playing. When this counter reaches a certain value (higher for higher levels), the next reset card you drag will provide you with a card in the current tieru. Then the counter goes back to zero and you start building it back. If
you move down where the reset value is lower and you draw a card that is the same as that level, your counter is reset to zero. So play it down at your own risk. It's best to always play in your tier. In: How are tiebreakers treated in KotR for qualifying? For example, if you have 4 players in the 8th place with
the same record. In: How are the brackets set up at the King of the Ring tournament? They are the same as almost every tournament place in the world. In: Can you get the People's Champion Challenge or road to Glory card from the whiteboard? No, you can't. Cards are specific to their events, but there
may be opportunities to obtain lost PPC cards in the future.   Sources: Cat Daddy Games / 2K Forums | Reddit Reddit
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